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Abstract. The main purpose of this article is to improve the cross-section idea in the cotangent bundle
T ∗Mn which is given in [5], [7]. We investigate horizontal and diagonal lifts of tensor fields of type (1,1)
on a cross-section in the cotangent bundle T ∗Mn and we find some relation for them.
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1 Introduction

The cross-section idea is very useful tool for physics and mathematic. On the differential
geometry, vector fields and 1-forms can be regarded as cross-sections of the tangent bundle
and the cotangent bundle, respectively. In [5] Yano study the behaviour of the lifts of tensor
fields and connections on the cross-section in the cotangent bundle T ∗Mn. In [4] Salimov
et al show that the complete lift of almost complex structure when restricted to the cross-
section determined by an almost analytic 1-form ω on Mn, is an almost complex structure.
The lifts of tensor fields and connections are studied along the cross-section in the tangent,
cotangent and tensor bundles [1], [2], [3], [6], [7]. In this study we investigate horizontal
and diagonal lift of tensor fields of type (1,1) on the cross-section in the cotangent bundle
and obtain some relation for them.

Let T ∗Mn be the cotangent bundle of (Mn, g) Riemannian manifold and π the nat-
ural projection T ∗Mn → Mn. A system of local coordinates (U, xi), i = 1, ..., n on
Mn induces on T ∗Mn a system of local coordinates (π−1(U), xi, xī = pi), ī := n + i

(i = 1, ..., n), where xī = pi are the components of the covector p in each cotangent
space T ∗xM

n, x ∈ U with respect to the natural coframe {dxi}, i = 1, ..., n. We denote by
=rs(T ∗Mn) the set of all tensor fields of type (r, s) on T ∗Mn.

Now, consider the complete and horizontal lifts CX,HX ∈ =1
0(T ∗Mn) of vector field

X ∈ =1
0(Mn) and the vertical lift V ω ∈ =1

0(T ∗Mn) of covector field (1-form) ω ∈
=0

1(Mn)

CX = Xi ∂

∂xi
−
∑
i

ph∂iX
h ∂

∂xī
, (1.1)
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HX = Xi ∂

∂xi
+
∑
i

phΓ
h
ijX

j ∂

∂xī
, (1.2)

V ω =
∑
i

ωi
∂

∂xī
, (1.3)

with respect to the natural frame { ∂
∂xi
, ∂
∂xī
}, where Γ hij are the components of the Levi-

Civita connection ∇g on Mn and Xi and ωi are local components of X and ω (see [7] for
more details).

Let θ ∈ =0
1(Mn) be a 1-form whose local expression in U ⊂ Mn is θ = θidx

i. Then
the correspondence x → θx, θx being the value of θ at x ∈ Mn, determines a mapping
βθ : Mn → T ∗Mn, such that π ◦ βθ = IMn and the n-dimensional submanifold βθ(Mn)
of T ∗Mn is called the cross-section determined by θ. The cross-section βθ(Mn) is locally
expressed by {

xh = xh,
ph = θh(x1, ..., xn),

(1.4)

with respect to the coordinates (xh, ph) in T ∗Mn.
Differentiating (1.4) by xi, we find that the tangent vector B(i) to βθ(Mn) have compo-

nent

B(i) = (Bi
A) = (

∂xA

∂xi
) =

(
δhi
∂iθh

)
, (1.5)

with respect to the natural frame { ∂
∂xh

, ∂
∂xh̄
} in T ∗Mn.

Thus, we have

BX = (Bi
AXi) =

(
Xh

Xi∂iθh

)
,

for any X ∈ =1
0(Mn) which is defined along βθ(Mn) in T ∗Mn.

On the other hand, the fibre is locally represented by

xh = const., ph = ph. (1.6)

Thus, on differentiating (1.6) with respect to pi, we find the tangent vector C(i) to the
fibre have components

C(i) = (Ci
A) =

(
0
δih

)
, (1.7)

with respect to the natural frame { ∂
∂xh

, ∂
∂xh̄
} in T ∗Mn.

Thus, we denote by Cω the vector field with local components for any ω ∈ =0
1(Mn)

Cω = (Ci
Aωi) =

(
0
ωi

)
which is tangent to the fibre along βθ(Mn) in T ∗Mn.

2n local vector fields B(i) and C(i) are linearly independent and form a frame along the
cross-section βθ(Mn). We call this the adapted (B,C)-frame along the cross-section [7].

We now, from equations (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), (1.5) and (1.7) see that CX,HX and V ω have
respectively components

CX =

(
Xh

−LXθh

)
,
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HX =

(
Xh

−Xm∇mθh

)
, (1.8)

V ω =

(
0
ωh

)
, (1.9)

with respect to the adapted (B,C)-frame on the cross-section of the cotangent bundle.

2 Horizontal lift of a symmetric affine connection on a cross-section in the cotangent
bundle

The horizontal lift H∇ of ∇ to T ∗Mn has components HΓKJI given by

HΓ kji = Γ kji,
HΓ kjī = HΓ kj̄i = HΓ kj̄ī = HΓ k̄j̄ī = 0,

HΓ k̄jī = −Γ ijk, HΓ k̄j̄i = −Γ jki, (2.1)
HΓ k̄ji = pa(−∂jΓ aik + Γ aktΓ

t
ji + Γ aitΓ

t
kj),

with respect to the induced coordinates where Γ kji are components of∇ in U [7].
The affine connection H∇̃ induced on βθ(Mn) from the horizontal lift H∇ of an affine

connection∇ in Mn has components of the form

H Γ̃ kji = (∂jBi
A + HΓACBBj

CBi
B)Bk

A (2.2)

where Bk
A are defined by

(Bk
A, C

k
A) = (Bi

A, Ci
A)−1

and hence

(Bk
A) = (δki , 0), (CkA) = (−∂iθk, δik). (2.3)

Using (1.5), (1.7), (2.1) and (2.3) in (2.2), we find

H Γ̃ kji = Γ kji

where Γ kji are components of∇ in Mn.
From (2.2), we have

∂jBi
A + HΓACBBj

CBi
B − Γ kjiBkA = H s̄

jiCs
A (2.4)

i.e., the left hand side is a linear combination of CsA. To find the coefficient H h̄
ji, we put

A = h̄ in (2.4) and hence obtain

H h̄
ji = ∇j∇iθh.

The coefficient H h̄
ji in (2.4) define the second fundamental tensor of the submanifold

βθ(M
n) with respect to the normals C(i). When H h̄

ji = 0, βθ(Mn) is said to be totally
geodesic in T ∗Mn [7].

Theorem 2.1 The cross-section βθ(Mn) in T ∗Mn is totally geodesic in T ∗Mn with the
horizontal lift H∇ of ∇ if and only if θ satisfy ∇j∇iθk = 0, θk being local components of
θ.
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3 Horizontal and Diagonal Lifts of Tensor Fields of Type (1,1) on a Cross-Section

Let ϕ ∈ =1
1(Mn). Then the diagonal lift Dϕ of ϕ to T ∗Mn has local components of the

form

Dϕ : (DϕAB) =

(
ϕhi 0

Γisϕ
s
h + Γhsϕ

s
i −ϕih

)
(3.1)

with respect to the induced coordinates (xh, ph) [7].
From (1.5), (1.7), (2.3) and (3.1), Dϕ̃ has components Dϕ̃αβ given by

Dϕ̃kl = DϕABBl
BBk

A = ϕkl ,
Dϕ̃k

l̃
= DϕABCl

BBk
A = 0,

Dϕ̃k̃l = DϕABBl
BCkA = −(ϕhl ∇hθk + ϕhk∇lθh),

Dϕ̃k̃
l̃

= DϕABCl
BCkA = −ϕlk,

i.e. Dϕ̃ has components

Dϕ̃ : Dϕ̃AB =

(
ϕkl 0

−(ϕhl ∇hθk + ϕhk∇lθh) −ϕlk

)
(3.2)

with respect to the adapted (B,C)-frame on the cross-section βθ(Mn) in T ∗Mn.
Using (1.8), (1.9) and (3.2) we have

Dϕ̃(HX) = H(ϕX), X ∈ =1
0(Mn), (3.3)

Dϕ̃(V ω) = −V (ω ◦ ϕ), ω ∈ =0
1(Mn), (3.4)

which characterize Dϕ̃, where ω ◦ ϕ ∈ =0
1(Mn).

The horizontal lift Hϕ of ϕ has components

Hϕ : (HϕAB) =

(
ϕhi 0

−Γisϕsh + Γhsϕ
s
i ϕ

i
h

)
with respect to the induced coordinates in T ∗Mn.

Then using same calculation, H ϕ̃ has components

H ϕ̃ : H ϕ̃AB =

(
ϕkl 0

−ϕhl ∇hθk + ϕhk∇lθh ϕlk

)
(3.5)

with respect to the adapted (B,C)-frame on the cross-section βθ(Mn) in T ∗Mn.
From (1.8), (1.9) and (3.5) we find

H ϕ̃(HX) = H(ϕX), X ∈ =1
0(Mn), (3.6)

H ϕ̃(V ω) = V (ω ◦ ϕ), ω ∈ =0
1(Mn), (3.7)

which characterize H ϕ̃, where ω ◦ ϕ ∈ =0
1(Mn).
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Proposition 3.1 [7] Let S̃ and T̃ be tensor fields in T ∗Mn of type (0,s) or (1,s), where
s > 0, such that

S̃(X̃s, ..., X̃1) = T̃ (X̃s, ..., X̃1)

for all vector fields X̃1, ..., X̃s which are of the form V ω or HZ where ω ∈ =0
1(Mn) and

Z ∈ =1
0(Mn). Then S̃ = T̃ .

Theorem 3.1 If ϕ, φ ∈ =1
1(Mn), then with respect symmetric affine connection ∇ in Mn,

we have

Dϕ̃Dφ̃+ Dφ̃Dϕ̃ = H(ϕφ+ φϕ)

Dϕ̃H φ̃+ Dφ̃H ϕ̃ = H ϕ̃Dφ̃+ H φ̃Dϕ̃ = D(ϕφ+ φϕ) (3.8)

H ϕ̃H φ̃+ H φ̃H ϕ̃ = H(ϕφ+ φϕ) (3.9)

with respect to the adapted (B,C)-frame of βθ(Mn) in T ∗Mn.

Proof. If ϕ, φ ∈ =1
1(Mn), then we have by (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) and Propo-

sition1

(Dϕ̃Dφ̃+ Dφ̃Dϕ̃)(HX) = Dϕ̃H(φX) + Dφ̃H(ϕX)

= H((ϕφ+ φϕ)X) = H(ϕφ+ φϕ)HX,

(Dϕ̃Dφ̃+ Dφ̃Dϕ̃)(V ω) = −Dϕ̃V (ω ◦ φ)− Dφ̃V (ω ◦ ϕ)

= V (ω ◦ ϕφ) + V (ω ◦ φϕ) = V (ω ◦ (ϕφ+ φϕ))

= H(ϕφ+ φϕ)V ω

which imply

Dϕ̃Dφ̃+ Dφ̃Dϕ̃ = H(ϕφ+ φϕ).

Same calculation we can prove (3.8) and (3.9).

Then putting ϕ̃ = φ̃ in Theorem 2, we have

Dϕ̃Dϕ̃ = H(ϕϕ), (Dϕ̃)2 = H(ϕ2).

Since H(idMn) = id=1
1(Mn), from (3.8), we have

Theorem 3.2 If ϕ is almost complex structure in Mn, then the diagonal lift Dϕ̃ of ϕ along
the cross-section βθ(Mn) is an almost complex structure in T ∗Mn.

Then we see, for ϕ̃ = φ̃ in Theorem 2,

(H ϕ̃)2 = H(ϕ2).

So we have

Theorem 3.3 Let ϕ be an almost complex structure in Mn then the horizontal lift H ϕ̃ of ϕ
along the cross-section βθ(Mn) is an almost complex structure in T ∗Mn.
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It is well know that [7, p.238, p.277]

i)V ωV f = 0, ii)HXV f =V (Xf),

iii)[HX,V ω] =V (∇Xω), iv)[V ω,V θ] = 0, (3.10)

v)[HX,H Y ] =H [X,Y ] + γR(X,Y ) =H [X,Y ] +V (pR(X,Y ))

for any X,Y ∈ =1
0(Mn), ω, θ ∈ =0

1(Mn), where pR(X,Y ) = (pi(R(X,Y )ij)).
The Nijenhuis tensor Nϕ of ϕ ∈ =1

1(Mn) defined by

Nϕ(X,Y ) = [ϕX,ϕY ]− ϕ[ϕX, Y ]− ϕ[X,ϕY ] + ϕ2[X,Y ].

where X,Y ∈ =1
0(Mn).

We now consider Nijenhuis tensor of Dϕ̃. Taking account of (3.3), (3.4) and (3.10), we
have the following formulas:

NDϕ̃(V ω,V θ) = 0,

NDϕ̃(HX,V ω) =V (−(∇ϕXϕ)ω − ϕ(∇Xϕ)ω),

NDϕ̃(HX,H Y ) =H (Nϕ(X,Y ))

+V (pR(ϕX,ϕY ) + ϕ(pR(ϕX, Y )) + ϕ(pR(X,ϕY )) + ϕ2(pR(X,Y )))

for any X,Y ∈ =1
0(Mn), ω, θ ∈ =0

1(Mn).
Remark. Let (ϕ, g) be a Kählerian structure in Mn and ∇ be the Riemannian connec-

tion determined by the metric g. Then we see that
i) ϕ is an almost complex structure in Mn, i.e. ϕ2 = −I;
ii)∇ϕ = 0;
iii) The curvature tensorR of∇ satisfiesR(ϕX,ϕY ) = R(X,Y ) for anyX,Y ∈ =1

0(Mn)
[7].

From (iii), we write R(ϕX, Y ) = −R(X,ϕY ) and

R(ϕX,ϕY ) +R(ϕX, Y )ϕ+R(X,ϕY )ϕ+R(X,Y )ϕ2 = 0

since ϕ2 = −I .
Thus from (31) and (ii), we have

ÑDϕ̃(V ω,V θ) = 0,

ÑDϕ̃(HX,V ω) = 0,

ÑDϕ̃(HX,H Y ) = 0

for any X,Y ∈ =1
0(Mn), ω, θ ∈ =0

1(Mn).
By Proposition 1, ÑDϕ̃ is zero, since N is skew-symmetric so Dϕ̃ is necessarly inte-

grable. Hence we have
Theorem 3.4 Let (ϕ, g) be a Kählerian structure inMn and∇ be the Riemannian connec-
tion determined by the metric g. Then the diagonal lift Dϕ̃ of ϕ to T ∗Mn along βθ(Mn) is
an complex structure in T ∗Mn.
Now we use same calculation for horizontal lift H ϕ̃ of ϕ. From (3.6), (3.7) and (3.10) we
have

NH ϕ̃(V ω,V θ) = 0,

NH ϕ̃(HX,V ω) =V ((∇ϕXϕ)ω − ϕ(∇Xϕ)ω),

NH ϕ̃(HX,H Y ) =H (Nϕ(X,Y ))

+V (pR(ϕX,ϕY )− ϕ(pR(ϕX, Y )) + ϕ(pR(X,ϕY )) + ϕ2(pR(X,Y )))
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for any X,Y ∈ =1
0(Mn) and ω, θ ∈ =0

1(Mn).
Let (ϕ, g) be a Kählerian structure in Mn and ∇ be the Riemannian connection deter-

mined by the metric g. Hence, from (32) and Remark (ii), we have

ÑH ϕ̃(V ω,V θ) = 0,

ÑH ϕ̃(HX,V ω) = 0,

ÑH ϕ̃(HX,H Y ) = 0

for any X,Y ∈ =1
0(Mn) and ω, θ ∈ =0

1(Mn). So H ϕ̃ is integrable.

Theorem 3.5 Let (ϕ, g) be a Kählerian structure inMn and∇ be the Riemannian connec-
tion determined by the metric g. Then the horizontal lift H ϕ̃ of ϕ to T ∗Mn along βθ(Mn)
is an complex structure in T ∗Mn.

Let now we consider the curvature tensor HR of the horizontal lift H∇ of symmetric affine
connection∇ in Mn to T ∗Mn. Then HR is determined by

HRkji
h = Rkji

h, HRkjī
h̄ = −Rkjhi,

HRkji
h̄ = pa(Γ

a
htRkji

t + Γ aitRkjh
t)

the remaining components being zero, with respect to the induced coordinates [7, p.288].
Then HR̃ has components HR̃αβγθ given by

HR̃ijk
l =H RABC

DBi
ABj

BBk
CBl

D = Rijk
l,

HRijk
l̄ =H RABC

DBi
ABj

BBk
CC lD = −Rijkh∇lθh −Rijlh∇kθh,

HRijk̄
l̄ =H RABC

DBi
ABj

BCk
CC lD = −Rijlk

and the others is zero with respect to the adapted (B,C)-frame on the cross-section βθ(Mn)
in T ∗Mn.

Theorem 3.6 HR̃αβγ
θ is tangent to the cross-section βθ(Mn) in T ∗Mn if and only if R =

0 i.e. Mn is flat.
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